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Improve your
sex-pack
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LIFT YOUR LIBIDO, LAST LONGER IN BED AND BE MORE
PRESENT DURING THE ACT WITH OUR EXPERT SEX ADVICE
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ou’ll burn 4.2 calories per minute (men
that is, for women it’s 3.1), you’ll boost
your immune system by raising the level
of antibodies that you produce, and you’ll
cut your risk of heart disease, according to scientists
at the New England Research Institute. All this
every time you have sex.
But while you may not need any further
encouragement to get active in the bedroom, there
are plenty of good reasons to keep fit and eat healthily
if you want to make the most of your sex life. By finetuning your exercise routine and tweaking your diet,
research shows that you can significantly raise your
game in the sack.
According to various studies, including one from
the International Academy of Sex Research, regular
workouts act like a natural Viagra. Scientists found
that men assigned to a vigorous exercise programme
for nine months reported having more frequent sex,
improved sexual function, greater satisfaction and
a lower risk of erectile problems than those who
weren’t regularly working out.
Exercise professionals also insist that you can train
to be greater in bed. ‘It does depend what you’re into
though. Focus your workouts on your “love muscles”,’
says fitness coach Julia Buckley. ‘Strong glutes (the
muscles in your bum) and strong hip flexors, which
run along the front of the pelvis, have the ability to
produce a very powerful thrusting motion – quite
a useful attribute during the act of love.’

Coming up for air
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Thrusting thighs and rock-hard abs aren’t the only
areas where exercise can improve sexual stamina.
Cardiovascular workouts will benefit you, too. ‘The
link is pretty clear if we start by looking at the energy
systems you use for endurance cardio training such
as running or cycling,’ explains Buckley. ‘You start out
slowly, primarily using oxygen as a fuel, which is your
aerobic system. As your pace increases and you begin
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to breathe harder you start to burn more muscle
glycogen, using your anaerobic systems (specifically
your fast and slow glycolytic systems). Then in the
“final sprint” you hit the burners and power home
using the high-powered (but quickly exhausted)
phosphagen system.’
Science backs this up, too. A recent report from
Danish researchers found that training consisting

“Strong glutes and hip flexors have the
ability to produce a powerful thrusting
motion – quite a useful attribute”
of 40 minutes of aerobic exercise of moderate
to vigorous intensity four times per week reduces
erectile dysfunction.
‘It’s not just about the physical though,’ adds
Buckley. ‘Exercise increases the production of
endorphins. These chemicals induce pleasant,
tranquil feelings and reduce stress, which tends to
make men more likely to be interested in sex and
more “present” – which will make you a better lover.’
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Boost your performance

To be fitter in bed ‘a mix of training is optimal,’ says
Marvin Burton. ‘One day go for a steady run, then do
two days of lifting with, say, a push/pull split. Another
day could be HIIT training, and yoga or Pilates are
great for core strength and staying supple.’ Try these
moves for stronger love muscles:

1 BENCH PRESS ‘HEAVY’

LESS THAN 8 REPS (CHEST AND TRICEPS)

‘This boosts production of androgen hormones
such as testosterone,’ says Burton. The bench press
strengthens pecs, deltoids, forearms, biceps, triceps,
lats and abdominals. You can add a lighter, dumbbell
press on a stability ball for an added core workout,
to further enhance your bedroom performance.
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DRILL Lie on bench, feet planted firmly on the floor,
hip-distance apart. Grab the bar with an overhand
grip; lift bar, straightening arms; lower to chest, then
press back up till your arms are straight (12 reps).

2 LATERAL LUNGES

‘These open up the pelvis and increase circulation
in and around the pelvic area,’ says Burton. ‘Lateral
lunges stretch out the adductor muscles in the
upper thigh, which feed into the pelvic floor – aiding
flexibility and hip flexor mobility. For a greater
challenge to the upper body and core, use dumbbells.
DRILL Stand with a pair of dumbbells at your side,
feet parallel and shoulder-width apart. Take a big
step to the right, bending your knee to 90 degrees
and keeping your left leg straight. Drive through
your right heel to stand back up (8 reps per leg).

POP THESE CHERRIES
These supplements can aid sexual performance, improve stamina and boost libido for men
ZINC
‘Supports optimal levels of
testosterone, imperative for
all aspects of men’s sexual
performance,’ says Sophie
Thurner, nutritionist and
personal trainer. ‘It’s also
credited with improving
sperm quality.’
L-ARGININE
This amino acid creates nitric
oxide, a chemical that causes
your blood vessels to widen
and enable better blood flow

– exactly what you need to
help stand to attention.
TRYPTOPHAN
‘This is converted in the
body to feel-good
neurotransmitter serotonin
– a good basis for a healthy
sex drive,’ says Thurner.
B-COMPLEX VITAMINS
‘These are essential for the
production and sustenance
of energy in the body.’
OMEGA-3
‘Shown to increase dopamine

production, which enhances
mood and reduces anxiety
and depression.’
VITAMIN D
This is shown to boost
testosterone and increase
sperm quality. ‘For overall
health, take 10mcg daily
between October and
March,’ Thurner adds.
PYCNOGENOL
Research suggests this pine
bark extract might improve
sexual function in men.

3 CALF RAISES

‘Targeting muscles in the legs produces more natural
growth hormone,’ says Burton – this is thought to
improve athletic performance. You can also hold
dumbbells to make this exercise tougher. ‘Resistance
workouts are also linked to testosterone production.’
And more testosterone boosts your sex drive.
DRILL Stand on the edge of a step with your heels
dropped slightly lower than the rest of your foot.
Keeping your balance, slowly lower your heels below
the level of the step, then raise heel up above foot for
1 rep, pausing at the top (8-10 reps).

4 PLANK & PUSH-UPS

Push-ups strengthen your upper body and core for
all-around endurance and enabling you to rock those
on-top positions in bed. ‘Deep core exercises like the
plank also strengthen the pelvic floor,’ says Burton.

DRILL Begin in a plank position, hands directly
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under the shoulders and feet hip-distance apart.
Do not allow your pelvis to sag too low or lift too high.
Lower your chest to the floor and slowly press back
up. (Hold plank for 30 secs = 1 rep. For press-ups,
do 8-10 reps per set, 3-5 sets per session.)

5 SQUATS

Strengthening the lower body and glutes, these major
muscle moves encourage the release of testosterone
and also increase blood flow to the pelvic region.

Resistance workouts are linked to more testosterone
production, which naturally boosts your sex drive
DRILL Hold a dumbbell at each side, bend at the hips

6 TRANSVERSE PLANE LUNGES
6
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‘This move enables rotation through the acetabulum
(hip joint) to stretch out the hip socket and hip
flexors,’ says Burton. ‘Your muscles generate power
from rotational motion and quickly respond to
adaptions within this movement.’
DRILL Start with feet together. Pivot left foot while
the right leg steps out 90 degrees to the side. As the
right leg lands, the left knee drops and heel raises.
Push off with the right leg and pivot back to the
starting position (6 reps each leg).
Perform the above circuit at least once a week to
improve your performance in the bedroom. HFM
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and knees to squat as low as you can, while keeping
your back straight. As you lower, slowly raise your
arms straight out in front of you to shoulder height.
At the end of the drop, drive through the heels – you’ll
naturally lean forward a bit in your upper body for
balance – and slowly rise to standing, lowering your
arms back to your sides (12 reps).

